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Berard provided numerous services for the load-out of this 400 ton dive module in New Iberia, LA. The Berard 
team first weighed the package and determined the exact center of gravity. Berard then assisted with testing the 
lift points of the module using 125 ton hydraulic jacks and digital pressure gauges. Once the weight and lifting 
point's strength was confirmed, the package was ready to depart. Berard utilized 24 lines of PST-SLE 
transporters to perform the project. The Berard crew transported the module from the fabrication shop to on the 
deck barge within one day. Once again a flawlessly executed plan to keep the customer's project on time and 
within budget.
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As many have made their New Year’s resolutions, (and have probably broken them all by now), our New Year’s 
resolutions are easy to keep. Our plan is to keep doing what we do best, providing the best quality service to our 
clients. Berard’s commitment has never fallen by the wayside and this year we continue to bring the best to the 
table. Our dedicated Berard Team members are ready to make 2010 another successful one though hard work 
and determination to make us the best on every project. That’s just the way we do it.  

We wish all of our valued clients a successful year and look forward to many more partnerships in making your 
projects great ones!

Sincerely,
The Berard Team

Brady Judice | Project Foreman
Brady Judice has worked around heavy equipment all 
his life. Growing up on his families sugarcane farm, he 
had the opportunity to operate  some of the biggest 
machinery around. The days of farm life have since past 
and now it’s on to bigger things... literally. Brady joined 
the Berard Team in February of 2006 and has been a 
dedicated member who has quickly learned and 
mastered the latest heavy transport technologies and 
has gained the title of Project Foreman due to his great 
sense of leadership skills and planning abilities.

“I like moving the things that other companies can’t. I 
enjoy the day to day challenges that the job brings” 
Brady is married to Laine and has two children Payton 
and Mia.  
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Moving 1700 tons, . . . with his fingers. Launching a 250 ton crewboat into the Bayou Teche.

All thumbs up on the 1800 ton liftboat move.


